Exploring the relationship between funneled energy landscapes and two-state protein folding.
It should take an astronomical time span for unfolded protein chains to find their native state based on an unguided conformational random search. The experimental observation that folding is fast can be rationalized by assuming that protein energy landscapes are sloped towards the native state minimum, such that rapid folding can proceed from virtually any point in conformational space. Folding transitions often exhibit two-state behavior, involving extensively disordered and highly structured conformers as the only two observable kinetic species. This study employs a simple Brownian dynamics model of "protein particles" moving in a spherically symmetrical potential. As expected, the presence of an overall slope towards the native state minimum is an effective means to speed up folding. However, the two-state nature of the transition is eradicated if a significant energetic bias extends too far into the non-native conformational space. The breakdown of two-state cooperativity under these conditions is caused by a continuous conformational drift of the unfolded proteins. Ideal two-state behavior can only be maintained on surfaces exhibiting large regions that are energetically flat, a result that is supported by other recent data in the literature (Kaya and Chan, Proteins: Struct Funct Genet 2003;52:510-523). Rapid two-state folding requires energy landscapes exhibiting the following features: (i) A large region in conformational space that is energetically flat, thus allowing for a significant degree of random sampling, such that unfolded proteins can retain a random coil structure; (ii) a trapping area that is strongly sloped towards the native state minimum.